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LOVED BY
100+ Beta Users 


Your work life just 
got 10x easier 🚀
Discover the workspace of the future, where essential tools converge to predict and streamline your daily tasks. 
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Workel AI
Tracks all your moves and anticipates your needs. 
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Project Manager
Keep track of all your to-do and manage projects with your team. 
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Calendar
Your calendar events organized, share your schedule & conduct meetings.
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Automation
Combine all your workspace tools and automate your to-dos.
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Docs 
All your files, in one place shared within your entire workspace. 







When Founder of Workel was asked - “How would you describe Workel?”
" Workel harnesses the power of cognitive AI to create a unified workspace hub, making your workday as efficient as it is effortless. By integrating all your essential business tools into one platform, Workel anticipates your needs and automates your tasks—from scheduling to social media management—freeing you to focus on what truly matters. Experience the future of work, where your tools adapt to you, streamlining operations and fostering a workspace that's not just productive, but proactive."
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Yassine Jouichate
Founder @ Workel 



What is Workel?








Workel is an AI-driven workspace hub designed to revolutionize your workday. It integrates essential business tools such as to-do lists, calendars, and file management into a single platform, automating tasks and learning from your actions to streamline your workflow.



How secure is my data on Workel?








Data security is paramount at Workel. We employ state-of-the-art encryption and secure data handling practices to ensure your information is protected. User privacy and data integrity are our top priorities, ensuring a safe and reliable workspace environment.



Who is the ideal user for Workel?








Workel is ideal for professionals and teams looking for a smarter, more efficient way to manage their workday. Whether you're a freelancer, a small business owner, or part of a larger organization, Workel's AI-driven platform is designed to adapt to your unique workflow, making it perfect for anyone who wants to optimize their productivity and streamline their daily tasks.






How does this benefit my daily work?







Workel's AI actively learns from your daily activities, predicting and automating routine tasks. This reduces manual effort, ensuring that tasks like scheduling meetings, managing files, or posting on social media are handled efficiently, freeing you up to focus on more strategic work.



What features can I expect in the beta ?








The beta version of Workel will include core features such as a to-do list, calendar, document editor, and file manager. As we progress, more features will be added, especially those that enhance AI-driven automation and user interaction within the workspace.



How can I sign up for the beta release?








To join the Workel beta, simply visit our website and sign up for early access. We'll keep you updated on the beta release schedule and how you can be one of the first to experience the future of AI-driven workspaces.







Business inquires -
Email us: Info@workel.com



					

